In the summer of 2005, I moved from a working-class suburb to an urban area to attend high school. Perhaps driven by a sense of estrangement from my new living environment, the elite class, and my new neighbours, wandering the streets became my favourite after-school activity. Walking, wandering and photographing, the ambulatory state akin to that experienced by Baudelaire’s flaneur, served as a shelter to store my nostalgia. From unfinished buildings and damaged spots to scaffolding, I was attracted to construction sites, finding my gaze exploring the roles they play in the urban environment.

The heavy beats of construction sites endow cities with a layer of sonic space. It is through the solemn “symphony” played by the percussion of construction sites, the drums and shouting slogans of construction workers, that “abstract and physical spaces are navigated,” interwining with collective beliefs. Various construction activities seem to have a kind of religious purpose, manifesting an absolute rightness. People all “feel its excitement and believe in its promise.” Like the church or cathedral of the pre-industrial period, construction sites become contemplative places in the contemporary world. Pedestrians project nostalgia onto disappeared architectures, creating a kind of heightened reality, which is only “accessible through religious or philosophical meditation.”

As the visual embodiment of the destruction–reconstruction–recovery cycle of urbanism, construction sites exist in the process of being demolished, of becoming something, instead of being the ultimate presentation of something. They are “visual traces of history at one stage, implicitly moving to another.” The impermanence of the ever-changing urban landscape leads citizens to reflect on what is in the process of being destroyed, and what is yet to be constructed. As is written in Wounded cities: destruction and reconstruction in a globalized world, “Whatever the source of the affliction, wounded cities, like all cities, are dynamic entities, replete with the potential to recuperate loss and reconstruct anew for the future.”

3 Ibid.
The main concept in the work, namely “fluid punctum,” is a metaphor symbolising the ever-changing state of these unfixed scars in cities. The phrase is based on the concept of the “punctum,” which initially referred to sharp points and wounds in an anatomical context. It was introduced later by Roland Barthes to photography theory, indicating the touching detail of a photograph that pricks or wounds the spectator. In the work, symbols of the “fluid punctum” are the industrial debris in Symphony No. 1 and the flag on top of an unfinished building in Symphony No. 2. In Symphony No. 3, “fluid punctum” is the text written on the sign of a construction site—安全通道 (safe passage). The invisible aura of the “fluid punctum” reminds me that construction sites are spaces with complex temporal meanings, shifting spatio-temporal sites of past and future, marked by “flux, a spectacle of change and the violence of building and re-building activities.”

In the study of urban culture, large amounts of existing research are dominated by “explanations of experiences drawing upon notions of visuality,” despite the fact that visual and auditory experiences of places are of equal importance for its understanding. Symphony of Fluid Punctum is a creative work that is conceptualised and visualised using photographic language, musical language and accompanying texts. The works consist of a photograph of a construction site, a photograph of a fictional “construction site” and a piece of “image symphony.” Through photographing ephemeral visual traces of our great era, then abstracting the visual information by translating it into musical language, Symphony of Fluid Punctum attempts to introduce a mixed perspective to observe “fluid punctum,” a creative and intuitive perspective that attempts to build a bridge between visuality and musicality in the form of photo collage.

In the works Symphony No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3, visual information in the photos is translated using the musical terms: “musical notation” and “stave”. The image’s unequal length and asymmetrical arrangement constitute its tempo, which corresponds to fluctuations in my mood, responses to construction noise in the neighbourhood. In the work Symphony: AND, three pieces of “image symphony” gather and play a piece of grand symphony together. In the centre, “punctum” of Symphony No. 3—安全通道 (safe passage) is repeatedly typed with “道法自然”. “道法自然” can be translated as “Tao regulates itself by its own inherent nature or, spontaneously.” In Daoist cosmology, the shifting temporality of the cosmos is composed of fluid, porous events that express both persistence and spontaneousness, “both continuity and disjunction.” Together with the text, a symbol from musical notation—the treble clef—is drawn on the image of a manhole cover, in reversed direction or right direction.

On the right-hand side of the work, the photograph of a fictional “construction site” is presented. The small-scale site was built with printed photos, tree branches and rubber bands. It is an installation that expresses itself through contrast. The contrast exists within collective lived experience, between surviving in wild nature, surrounded by woods and tree branches, and living in disordered urban culture, confined by the ubiquitous “fluid puncta.” Through constructing an installation combining the earliest method for building a basis for life—tree branches, my daily essential shelter—rubber bands and our

---

contemporary way of documenting the surrounding environment—digital photography—the installation serves as a “memorial site,” a site of remembrance, for loss, in a demolished and wounded urban landscape.

Images stimulate ideas, which then lead to non-visual expressions. Being led by the flow between musicality, visuality and materiality, the work is created with a kind of “nomadological thinking, a desire to be on the move.” Each stage of the work informs all other stages. The act of taking photos originates from the drive to reconnect with the “fluid punctum” in my heart from the summer of 2005. The subsequent work emerges from a wish to escape the excesses of industrial noise, into an imaginative and symbolic assemblage of plants and trees, before the forthcoming replacement of a new city texture.

Images of cigarette ash and industrial debris are placed in the work Symphony: AND as its outer shell. My cigarette ash and industrial debris symbolise a personal “fluid punctum” and collective “fluid punctum” respectively. Similarities in form, colour and attributes make these two types of “fluid punctum” serve the role of “guards,” preventing the symphony from being interrupted and intruded upon. They set up smoke-like boundaries between the outside world and an imaginative world.

**AND — “Ash and Debris”**

They flow in cosmos in the gesture of Baudelaire's flâneur. They are Magic Figures-like texts. They are waves of the grand symphony. They make cigarette ash and industrial debris scatter around. A new shelter was built.

More shelters will be created. Still after-work activities few intermediate steps.

The process is a ritual a ritual filled with smoke debris and ash.

Punctum is flowing in the symphony.

They are playing not for us.

We are playing not for them.

---

I hear the sound of my breath.
I am playing another symphony.
An image symphony
a response
a muted blast
and a silent shout.

A split flag
an apple
or a basket of apples.

They stand alone
on top of an unfinished building.

They are waiting
for the end of construction work
and the beginning of reconstruction.
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